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"SCIEN""CE ViTIT::E[ PRACTICE_" 
VOL. VU IOWA AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, AMES, IOWA, APRIL, 1878. [NO II. 
LITERARY. 
MU.S. ELIZABETH CADY STAN'l'ON. 
DORA SAYLES. 
One morning, many years ago, 
Passed down a long New England lane, 
A little girl, whose sad tears flowed 
lulown her cheeks like autumn rain. 
And, while the kindly s11mnHJl' sun 
Slwne down upon each burnished curl, 
These words fell from the childish tongue, 
".My papa 's sad 'cause I'm a girl." 
In deep despair Rhe took her seat, 
Upon a wayside boulder 1.Jrown, 
Small hands 1.Jefore her tightly clasped, 
Dark lashes shading eyes cast down, 
Long time she sat there, heeding not 
The insect hnm or wild hirtl't; note, 
Although each feathered minstrel seemed 
Straining for her his imwfol throat. 
At last, when lengthened sluulows told 
'fhe day was ,lrawing to a close, 
·with firmest purpose in her eyes, 
The winsome maiden slowly rose. 
All her short life, her father's heart, 
Unconsciously had been revf'aled; 
The wish that she were h11t a sm1, 
His loving ways not quite concealed. 
In childish sorrow am! despair, 
Against her fate the young heart strove, 
Unjust she felt it, for snch eairne, 
He should withhold his deepest lov11. 
From that sad day she strove anew; 
Her tasks wPre wronght with earnest zeal; 
The weight of what a girl could do, 
She meant that lte should sometime feel. 
Four years have passed. Onr little girl 
Has won a maiden's blushing gTace. 
And intellect shines from her brow, 
And lights the beauty of her face. 
The scene has shifted, and instead 
Of mossy rocks. and trm,s, and hinlR, 
She stamls within a erow,le<l hall, 
And all are spellbonml by her worcls. 
"\Vise men are chosen to award 
A prize for highr➔st Hcholarship, 
Arnl many an ahlr➔ contr➔ sta1tt 
A waits his fatr with trembling I ip. 
Methinlrn T see her as she stan,ls, 
Before full many a learned face, 
While wonls of eloquence and worth, 
Fall from her lips with mo<lest grace. 
To gain this prize, her father oft 
Had wh;hed that he but had a son, 
And now 'tis hers; with loud applause 
They testify 'tis fairly won. 
She starnls hefore him, timid grown; 
Hut lifts her gaze to see his jov; 
Pride lights his face and then ret1:eats, 
" Oh! darling, would you were a hoy. 
"To think that intellect like yonrs, 
Should dwell within a woman's frame; 
My daughter, if you were a man, 
Yon might achieve a wondrous name." 
And this is all the recompense, 
For weary hours of sindent toil; 
No wonder that irnlignantly, 
'fhe blood within her veins should boil. 
Another flight of time has passed; 
To radiant womanhood now grown, 
Behold the downcast little girl, 
Who sat upon the wayside stone. 
Her earnest voice, night after night, 
Lifted to aid downtrodden worth, 
Holds many a soul above the base, 
The weak and trifling things of earth. 
The name of Mrs. Cady Stanton, 
Still thrills the soul to high endeavor, 
Aml may it, in each woman's heart, 
Be fondly cherished now and ever. 
"TIME WHEN USED IS LIFE." 
PROF. W. H. WYNN, PH. D. 
""\Vhat is time?" said Augustine. ''When asked, I do not 
know; when not asked, then I know." "\Ve toil with the meta-
physicians for some definition of time, and discover, at last, that 
a single vibration of a pendulum is utterly confounding to all 
their keenest clialec,tics. Morning, noon and night, days, hours, 
minutes and secornls-these are the successive momenta in the 
progress of time. Hy-anJ-1,y the moon becomes the great meas-
urer of years; then the shadow on the dial-plate; then the hour-
glass, with its escaping sands; then the awkward elepsy<lra; 
then, finally, the perfected esmtpei11ent of the chronometer, 
wherehy, with the greatest exactness, the revolving moments 
may he made perceptible to the eye. But all these are simply 
m11asurers of time; what it is that is thus told off, hour by hour 
and day by day, no one has adequately said. 
'fhey have certain dry, lean and wordy definitious, which 
assume to tell us much, hut leave us in greater darkness than 
before. For exarnple-Leibnitz tells us: "Time is an order of 
successions." CalderwoOll says that it is "a certain correlation 
of existern,es;" and Sir Wm. Hamilton, that it is" an image or 
concept of a certain correlation ol existences;" while .John Stu-
art Mill held that 1t was" an abstract term for the collective 
conceptions of durnt,ion, which belongs to individual beings and 
act,;." Alm;! that a thi:1g of such great moment-the very ele-
mrnt in which we live-:c;honl<l he so entangled in words and so 
involvrtl in the· meshi's of specnlatio11, as at last to disappear 
altogether. There is no man who, on being brought to a decis-
ion. woul<l not fmy that time ici more to him than everything 
eh,e; that, rat.her than have it hrought to an end, he wonld sac-
rifice fame and forLnne, homo and friends, and everything he 
holt1s tlm1.r. Aml yet, these sage metaphysicians have actually 
and logically reLluced it to nothing, or ~o buried it under the rub-
bish of learned technicalities that practically it is out of sight. 
The poets know better, as, indeed, they have always 
addressPrl themselves in a more becoming and more hopeful 
spirit to every great mystery in this life ot ours. 'fhey speak of 
it in appreciable terms-albeit, not in such language as thr➔ 
schools would use. They look in upon the flight of time with 
inspired eyes-see its grand sweep, its heaving burdens, its agi-
tations, its culminating epochs, its great heart throbbing with 
the pulsations of eternal purposes, with struggle and victory, 
with tears and tragedy, birth, death, defeat and consummation-
and then, by the aid of analogy, give such representations of it 
as will instantly find an echo in every human heart--a segment 
in the unending circle of things, an islet in a shoreless sea, a 
point of light swinging in unlimited space, a swift current pour-
ing like Niagara from an ocean behind to the same ocean before, 
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receiving its own waters evermore into its measureless depths. 
They have described it as a causeway bridging two eternities, 
with innumerable multitudes rising from the mist on the hither 
side, and, after a more or less rapid transit, dropping into the 
flood beyond. They have been impressed with its transitori-
ness, speaking of it as the flight of an eagle, as 'the speed of an 
arrow cleaving the wind, as the momentary gleam of the lig,ht-
ning lost in the bosom of the hight and the storm. One poet 
meeting another says: ""While we are speakjng, time flies," and 
thenceforward the saying passes into a proverb, and what was 
heedlessly uttered on the streets of a Roman city, two thousand 
years.ago, the student of to-day emblazons on the walls of his dor-
mitory, that heedless visitors may accept the hint and go. 
Its value the poets have expressed by calling its moments 
golden, because they have seen them freighted with privilege, 
and bearing the fortunes of men and nations to their goal. Not 
more certainly does the water buoy up the vessel that floats 
on it, than do the moments carry with them the destiny of 
all manKind. And it is a solemn and profound truth, which the 
poet sees, but which the metaphysician, in his mechanical grop-
ing, cannot compass, that this passing moment is writing down 
a final decree for many of our race-that, as angel or demon, it 
has taken our whole future into its embrace. 
We personify the moment and figure it as a skeleton, with a 
scythe and glass-as a skeleton, because, although born this 
instant, it is very old, yea, so old that. like the mystic priest of 
Salem, it has "neither beginning of days nor end of years." 
This moment was born of the preceding moments, and they of 
the moments going before-back, immeasurably back, to that 
instant when our planet first concreted in space, or time first 
him that he is either an idiot or a fiend. Now the indolent, friv-
olous man is guilty of a less obvious, but by no means a les~ 
culpable prodigality in the matter of time. Why hesitate to 
put him dowJl in the category of fools! Time is the unit of all 
value, and he who will deliberately let it run to waste may be 
called by all sorts of bad names, and not be called amiss, imbe-
cile, ingrate, miscreant, fool-because he is like the wretched 
boy who runs away with his father's living and then impover-
ishes himself in the haunts of crime. 
TO STUDY EFFECTIVELY. 
Much has been said and written in the form of advice to 
students about the necessity of concentrating all the powers of 
thought whenever attempting to study. To presume to §lay 
any thing new on so old a subject would seem extremely egotis~ 
tical in embryo editors. So our apology is not that we hope'to 
bring forth something that no other mind has ever woven into 
thought and voiced in words, but it is the fact that our best 
thoughts, our greatest truths, need constant repeating. Nearly 
all our literature and rational science, and very much of our 
natural and physical science, as now set forth, consists simply 
of repetitions of what thinkers and philosophers have wrought 
out in the past: it is, "Tell me the old, old story," of the best 
things of earth, as well as "unseen things above;" and certainly 
if there is anything which, by being repeated to students, would 
aid them in their studies, and enable them to acquire the power 
of concentrating their thoughts, it will be most valuable, let it be 
new or old. Therefore if we do not in this article bring forth 
anything new, but succeed only in pressing home old truth and 
jogging the memory of some one who feels the difficulty of con-leapt from the bosom of God. Who, then, can compute the age 
centrating· his whole thoughts upon his studies, our object will 
of this moment, as the point of time in which all the foregoing be accomplished. years converge and inhere! ,vell may we figure Time as a lean 
and shrivelled oltl man, who counts his sands by centuries, a}ld 
mows down generations as the harvester levels his grain. 
But how comforting it is, in reflecting on a subject like this, 
to let the mind rest complacently in the vastness of the mystery 
-to be relieved from the task of climbing up the endless ladder 
of the logician. 'rhus we can say: Here is time; beyond it and 
around it is the circumfluent ocean of eternity. I see them both 
in much the same way as I see a star in the sky with one mode 
of perception, and the surrounding immensity with another 
mode of perception. Science may conjecture, or even prove, 
that the sun-globe I see swinging .in immensity is but a con-
densed nodule, so to speak, of the infinite ether within which it 
is em bosomed; but that will not alter the fact that the planet is 
visibly, to my perception, a different thing from the immensity 
in which it floats. So it is with reference to time in its relation 
to eternity. It is a mystery, I know, but the chief part of its 
value consists in the august, solemn, incomprehensible thing we 
discover it to be. 
One of the first things necessary to success in any under-
taking is the centralization of effort; the focusing, so to speak, 
_of all one's powers; the casting aside of all things which tend to 
disperse these powers, or destroy their effectiveness. 
Would the student master his studies in a satisfactory man-
ner, he must gather in his thoughts and condense them upon one 
subject at a time. When a commander would strike a decisive 
blow, he conceutrates his forces as much as circumstances will 
allow, and brings all his strength to bear on a single point. 
When we would perform any feat requiring great physical 
power, we divest ourselves of every encumberance,· and leave 
the whole strength to be used in the accomplishment of the ob-
ject desired. So, to accomplish a literary feat, we must divest 
the mind of all extraneous thoughts and emotions, husband its 
powers and expend them upon the object we wish to accom-
plish. The mind can no more act with overmastering power 
while its strength is divided among several subjects, the 
thoughts flying at random hither and thither, than can the ath-
lete perform his feats of strength with his body pinioned down 
and exhausted by useless burdens, or the general coml net a brill-
Let a yonng man, in this way, stand face to face with the 
mystery of his being, as the time-piece he carries in his pocket 
will reveal it-let hirn feel that he is afloat on the ocean of mys- iant and successful campaign, while most of his army is else-
tery, which, however, is the real ocean of his being. and not a where. or employed in unnecessary labor. 
dream or abstraction, as ,John Htuart Mill would have him 'rhen, if we wish to he successful in study, to gain not only 
believe, and he can hardly escape being taken with a lofty pur- a valuable fund of knowledge, aml a thorough mastery of the 
pose to let no moment he frittered away. Industry is, to some studies pursued, but also that most potent of all acquirements, 
extent, a thing of temperament, but, more largely, the voluntary the mental power to collate and use the knowledge which has 
offRpring of lofty convictions. One of the older theologians been gained, the mind must be disciplined to severe labor, 
plausibly argues, that the lazy man practically believes that God a11d accustomed to vigorously apply its strength whenever 
made him a fool. In any event he is a fool; for, either for lack occaRion demands. It is not those who know most that accom-
of capacity, or through downright and willful neglect, he suffers plish most in life, hut those that have the greatest power of 
his most valuable possession to go to waste. In either case he mind, that can think the most effectively, can bring the greatest 
cannot entertain any lofty notions of the thing he so recklessly amonnt·of mental strength to bear upon whatever subject is at 
squanders. When a young man, suddenly made heir to a hand, whose keenness of thought can penetrate to depths 
princely estate, will take his money from the vault and go which others cannot reach. And this mental power is especi-
abroad upon the streets to scatter it indiscriminately to the ally to be gained by holding the mind uninterruptedly to its 
winds, to pour it out without stint in gambling saloons work. But this is no easy thing to do. The minds that will 
and dens of wickedness, until it is all gone, we say concerning naturally and easily follow one channel of thought, and exclude 
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all other thoughts, are very rare indeed; nevertheless, the ability 
to do this is a most necessary requisite to mental success. 
'rhough this ability can be acquired at a comparatively late pe-
riocl in life, it is much more easily and successfully done if 
begun earlier. As to just how to acquire the ability to concen-
trate the thought, we must leave chiefly to each individual; for 
the exact process followed successfully by one, would not suf-
fice for another; and yet, a few things may be said that will be 
of value to some. It is positively evil to muse over a lesson 
with the thoughts wandering to other subjects. If we allow 
such mental dawdling once, we shall find it more difficult to 
control the mind the next time we attempt to study. The habit 
once formed of nominally attempting to study and allowing 
the mind to wander to other subjects, is very difficult to eradi-
cate, and to do so requires great determination; but no effect-
ive work can be accomplished in study, until it is done. Close 
the book; take exercise in the open air; do anything rather 
than muse over lessons. A few such vigorous efforts will ren-
der it much easier to banish this musmg tendency, and pursue 
vigorously and consecutively one line of thought. Every 
successful effort to concentrate the thought stengthens our pow-
er to do so, while every failure weakens that power. 
When the mind refuses to center its energies upon one line 
of thought, it is better to stop all attempts at study, to rest, 
recreate; and when the powers are recuperated, return with 
vigor to study. Make it a practice to never allow the mind to 
wander from study; study hard whenever attempting to study 
at all, and this power of concentration will soon be acquired. 
"THE DOCTOR'S SWEETHEART." 
LUCY SHEP ARD. 
I had read "Little Women," "An Old-fashioned Girl." "The 
Eight Cousins" and" Morning Glories." S0, when I heard that 
Louisa ,Alcott's latest work, "The Doctor's Sweetheart," was in 
the library, I hastened down to find it. 
Of course, the doctor is the hero and his" sweetheart" is the 
heroine, and there is the usual amount of plot, leading slowly 
but surely to the "hymeneal halter." You learn no deep lesson 
and are not essentially wiser for the reading, but you rise from 
it with a realizing sense that there are truth, purity and honor 
yet in the world, and a few people, at least, who believe in com-
fort rather than style, who choose their friends from pure liking 
and not from any advantage they hope to gain from them. 
'rhese are every-day people, too, who have 1.o work a good deal 
and economize some, who must choose, often, between fine rai-
ment and books and pictures, and who always choose the latter 
without losing delight in the former, when Providence throws 
tl:em in their way. They say witty things sometimes, and sar-
castic things occasionally, and good-natured things often, but 
they never indulge in the silly small-talk, which fills so many 
pages of common novels. 
'rhe Doctor differs from ordinary physicians in that he has a 
scientific education, and Connie Page differs from most heroines 
in being able to meet him on his own ground; and there are 
social gatherings, which other people call picnics, but which are 
botaniiing expeditions to these two, and a murder, which ena-
bles them to analyze the medicine for poison and save an inno-
cent life, and discussions in which Spencer and Huxley are made 
to answer for their sins, like common people. Yet Connie Page 
is no strong-minded, shrieking advocate of Woman's Rights, but 
a little azure-eyed, soft-voiced girl, with waving hair and gent-
lest manners. 
All this course of botanizing, geologizing and courting went 
on smoothly enough until the Doctor discovered that Connie 
had a cousin, who looked like a rival, and Connie found that the 
Doctor Juul a dear friernl, who was a widow. Now, however 
erroneous may be the impression, there is a wide-spread preju-
dice against widows, and Connie, with all her learning, was not 
proof against it. Doubtless, if she had expressed her mind, she 
would have exclaimed, with the elder Weller, "Bevare of vid-
ders; Samivel, bevare of vidders; for more vid'ders than 
single vimmen is married every year, Samivel. Hol they're 
hartful, them vidders." 
·with the widow on one side and the cousin on the other, it 
was not long before there was a coolness between them. A 
slight film, at first not thicker than the cream at noon on morn-
ing's milk, but increasing with frightful rapidity, until it 
resembled the ice on a creek in midwinter. I will not stop to 
describe the trials aml tribulations of the unhappy pair. Suffice 
it to say that there w.ere the usual hopes, alternating with 
deadly fears, during which the victims felt as though they were 
having fever and ague of the soul. During it all, the widow 
kept up a shower of messages, admiring glances and general 
adulation to the Doctor, of which Connie heard from the gossips 
without delay, and the cousin wrote" Lines to Connie" and 
other effusions, which were miraculously reported to the Doc-, 
tor. Let me read·you·one verse, in which the cousin narrates. 
his experience during exile from the object of his devotion: 
"I went up on the mountain, 
I came down in the valley, 
I sailed away and trod tJie sands 
Of burning Mexico. 
Two blue eyes left me never, 
And red lips smiled forever, 
As they hacl smiled upon me, 
In the garden, long ago." 
This remarkable poetry was the last straw, and the discom-
fited Doctor went to South America with the Agassiz exploring 
expedition, while Connie accompanied her father, who was 
going to Colorado on a political tour. 
The new scenes afford a chance for some delightful word-
paintings-for instance, the Chinamen at Boulder City, and, 
more noticeable still, the boy-tramps, whohave been from New 
York to San Francisco on pure cheek, have come on the 
return trip as far as Sunshine, and are begging a dinner of the 
only woman in the place. She refuses, and one ragged, curly-
haired, black-eyed boy of twelve twists up a bunch of straw and 
says: "For the love of Heaven, ma'am, put a little salt on·this, 
so I can chew it." She rewards his impudence with a cuff, but 
he steals a flower two minutes after and, running back, asks her 
to keep it to remember him by. Then, their visit to the men 
dying of l consumption; no pictures, no books, no carpets, noth-
ing to relieve the bare, blank room but a white kitten and a lit-
tle hanging basket, filled with "Wandering Jew." And there 
the poor skeletons sat in their big chairs, lined with quilts, and 
rocked hack and forth from morning to night, longing for home 
and watching the gambols of the kitten and the growth of the 
",vandering .Jew." 
It was there at Sunshine, where Connie was learning from 
the greater troubles of others to bear hers patiently, that the 
Doctor appeared. The widow and the poet were forgotten, and 
the Doctor's sweetheart promised to he the Doctor's wife. 
On the whole, although this work is not equal to "Little 
Women," it has a freshness of flavor that will pay you for the 
perusal. APRIL 1. 
'.rhe Iowa State Normal School, though less than two years 
old, is doing excellent work in the educating and training of 
teachers. Like all new institutions it has many obstacles to 
overcome, but it meets them manfully and with a determined 
spirit. Whenever a new institution is established in any com-
munity, however old it may be in a contiguous community, or 
however well tried, it has to live through its allotted period of 
opposition. So it is with the Normal School of Iowa. This is one 
of the last states in the Union to establish a State Normal 
School, and though they have been proven beyond question in 
· other states and countries, to be among the most valuable of all 
schools, notwithstanding this proof it occasionally meets with 
opposition. "'e hope the State Normal Rchool will be al:ile to 
live down all prejudice and show in coming time how great a 
work may be done by a school of this kind. 
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PRAISING God through a horn is like viewing the beauties 
of His handiwork through a straw. 
.JusT think of it! Capital punishment re-established! Why 
didn't our Legislature provide for the establishment of some 
fashionable insane asylums, instead. Mo.st certainly there will, 
henceforth, be plenty of candidates for such institutions. Our 
citize,ns should be protected, and the gentle, blood-stained mamac 
should be sheltered from the public gaze. 
ALL our students would enjoy a short visit to their respec-
tive homes at the close of this term. Vacatioµ at the college is 
tedious and depressive, and at its close, those who remain here 
are little fitted to begin the new term's work. Yet, under the 
present circumstances, a great many prefer to remain. The 
traveling expenses are so great that their visit will not justify 
them. Now how many of our railroad companies will carry the 
students at reduced rates. This is not asking too much of them. 
The increase in travel will far more Llrnn compensate for the 
reduction. Other institutions are favored in this way, and 
the older students of the Agricultural College' are indebted to 
several of the roads for the same kindness in former days. 
Now that the tariff law has been repealed, the railroad compa-
nies should be more generous. Let us hear something from them. 
PROF. CHURCH, of the U. S. Military Academy, died sud-
denly on the 31st of March. He was Lorn in SalisLury, Con-
necticut, in 1806, and was over seventy years old at the time of 
his death. He graduated at West Point in 1828, the first in his 
class." This secured for him a position in the U.S. Civil En-
gineer corps which he gave up in 18:Jl and became lieutenant of 
artillery in the Academy. Soon after he· assumed, in addition, 
the duties of assistant Professor of Mathematics. In 18,38, he 
resigned his office and was appointed to succeed Prof. Davis, 
as Professor of Mathematics i11 the U. S. Military Academy. 
This position he aLly and efliciently retained until the time of 
his death-a 1ieriod of over forty years. Prof. Church was con-
nected with several scientific associations, and the author of 
some very valuaLle mathematical works. His Elements of' An-
alyt'ical Geometry, puLlished in 1851, and his Elements of IJescrip-, 
tive Geomet.ry, with its Application to Spherical Projections 
Shades and Shadows, Prospect'i'oe and Isometric Projections, 
which appeared in 1865, are both used in the I. A. C., as text 
hooks. Prof. Church' was loved and respected by all the cadets. 
His long devotion to the Academy has been severed, but it has , 
wrought a noble influence, and he leaves to the world the fruits 
of an active and well directed life. 
Tim Literary Society is perhaps the most bountiful source 
of improvement which a college opens to its students. Espe-
cially is this the case in our industrial institutions, where the 
opportunities for literary culture are often so limited. 'fhe cur-
riculum invites the student to explore the intricacies of mathe-
matical realms, and directs his attention to the mysteries which 
the natural sciences reveal. His mind becomes a great store-
house of knowledge. But knowledge is not real improvement. 
It is necessary to every mental action; yet, it is valuable only 
in its proper application. "A man may be a walking encycl<c>-
pedia, lint, without the power to impart his know ledge to others, 
it will he valuel.ess,. even to himself." We do not claim that 
knowledge can be cooped ttp securely in the human mind, to lie 
there forever in a dormant condition. It will emanate in some 
manner, of its own accord, Lut ability to conduct it through the 
proper channels and direct it to some worthy object, is an art 
which, even in that early day, merited the study of a Demosthe-
nes or a Cicero. The Literary Society is the school wherein the 
stwlent of tu-day may cultivate this art. Within its precincts 
Webster, Calhoun, vVirt, Everett, Choate and Evarts, each 
received his training. Clay, poor boy, had not the opportunity 
of belonging to a college literary society, but he organized a lit-
erary society in himself, as did the greatest orator of antiquity, 
and, when alone, he opened his mouth to the thoughts within 
him, and clothed in his own language, the ideas which he had 
derived from his last hour's reading. '.riie learned Dr. Woolsey 
claimed to have received more culture from the literary society 
of Yale than from all other sources combined. In England, the 
literary unions of Oxford and Cambridge gave to Macaulay, 
Gladstone, Peel, and nearly all good English speakers, their hab-
its of clear and concise statements. But cultivation of oratory 
is not the only advantage which literary societies present to 
their memLers. The students of each literary society are 
bound together in a common brotherhood, or union, 
whose motives are upen to the world-receiving the approval 
and encouragement of every college Faculty and the condem-
nation of none. The higher traits of character are drawn out 
and developed, the true merits of each school-mate are seen and 
appreciated, the intellect is sharpened by discussion, and every 
topic adds new interest to the studies with which it is con-
nected. A knowledge of parliamentary tactics is acquired, a 
habit of facilitating Lusiness is cultivated, and a spirit of enter-
prise it! increased. :Facts are sought after for immediate use. 
'fruth is valued the more, because of the ready means of con-
verting it into a power. Ambition is qualified, arrogance is 
checked, and influence is purchased only by true merit. 
PnoF. WYNN published an extended article recently, in the 
Luthercin Q'uarterly, entitled, "Neurology and the II muan Soul." 
It has Leen repriuted in neat pamphlet form. In this work the 
Professor has given to the student of Philosophy a rare treat. 
He begius by showing the tendency of all materialistic systems 
to contract the true measures of the soul, and Tyudall and 
Lewes furnish testimony. Then comes his own view of the 
soul in a beautiful metaphor," The sea within," followul by a 
philosophical argument which tears down the materialistic 
limits. He points out the incousistency of Lelieving that a 
vower, which is only the complex co-ordination of the cosmic 
forces, can have for its chief object the suLduing of nature to its 
own behest, and vindicates Science by showing that she has 
fallen into a singular paradox, that of pronouncing the con-
ciousness of freedom an illusion of the unscientific mind, yet 
occupying it in the economy of our Leliefs. He claims that it is 
impossiLle to conceive of a power, which is wholly under the do-
minion of cause and effect, as being a creative energy. Such is 
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SCIENTIFIC. 
A CASE OF SELECTION, 
a creature, not,. like the hnman soul, a creator that surprizes 
and overpowers us with the marvels of its creations through an 
Angelo, a Beethoven or a Newton. Dr. Marnlsley claims that, 
"Instead of the mind ueing, as assumed, a wondrous entity, the 
independent source of power and self-sufficient cause of causes, BY c. E. BEHSI<~Y. 
an honest observation proves incontestably that it is the most In the year 1871, a portion of the ornamental grounds of the 
dependent of all natural forces." Again he admits: "without Agricultural College, was prepared, in the usual manner, for a 
doubt the will is the highest force i11 Nature," and further on: lawn. It was carefully sown with see<l of Blue Grass, (Paa 
"the highest action of the will is * * * truly creative, for pratensi.~), and, fur several successive years, was mown several 
in it is initiated a new development of nature." The will, times each season, using for the purpose an ordinary field mow-
" truly creative, in the sense that it initiates a new development ing machine. During this time tlre Blue Grass predominated so 
of nature·•; the mind, "the most dependent of all nature's greatly over the nther adventitious plants, that the latter were 
forces and cauuot therefore be a source of power"! Professor scarcely noticeable. In the year 18711, however, a horse lawn 
,vynn fails to reconcile those two statements. He says: "To mower wa,; put to work on this part of the lawn, ancl the grass 
create is to originate, and that which is houwl up in a rigi<l or- was not allowed to grow more than three or four inch~s before 
der of sequences cannot do other titan flow with the stream." each cutting. The result of this was to retard the growth of tall 
He next appeals in vain tu the uenral processes for an expla- growing plants, while it encouraged those whose natural 
nation of the powers of mind ueyoml the limits of the brain, hight is three or four .inches or less. In a year after this fre-' 
and the nature of thought to take ·things at a distance, to feed quent close mowing was begun, the Blue Grass had very visibly· 
upon the future as well as the past. Reid exploded the theory decreased, while ·white Clover, (Trifolium repens), which had 
of sense-perception, hut all the J>hilosophen; have failed tp gtve a1i;>e,j\r!3tl before tllis only in restricted patches, spread rapidly 
a satisfactory explanation of perceptiou. We. rizr~. &iu~Ji:r.1 '!"~~- ~l~~~t•~~:F.ltole surface. At the same time there was a 
pass on over several pages which treat in an iuter.e~itifm'a'imer r!t1H<l" i-.1irP:id:o~~ weedy grass, Panicum ,glabrum, over very con-
of the nature of thought and being, their hleiitifi~Mio:)~ •ti1• .sJL1,1;rn~le .a:-eas :'this last is all the more remarkable as it had 
Hegel his cherished maxim tlw credit he r.er.ei;yes for° a hl!tlhi,;r 1~ttt..lie~11.'1~<1J;iced at all llefore the frequent mowing. 
of bei;1g, rather than one 0°f neurologica1•1'htoli/an.,tl tJie light•• •• Here, tf1e11 . ~•:1~rt:Ye a case where new conditions have 
which the anatomy of nervous tissue throw".'-l. t~i,,j~ tf1;. i1·tiai: • 1Jl'rl~l!:,r~~t~~bi. 'fa~oring influences for two species of plants, 
mystery. vVe med Prof. Huxley "approaching the• sitl'l,i~et\w_. "'.IW~l~ (!c,/mmq•uently, mcrease; wlule, through unfavorable con-
silence," and Tyndall "with his hands 011 his forehead bowing d1t10ns, another species is diminished in number. 
prostrate before the mystery which he cannot :;olve." Being! "a It can readily be seen how the frequent close mowing acts 
won\, not, ilHlernl, the eternal word of Gml, which was in the unfavorably towanls Blue Grass, for, while it is well known 
beginning with Uotl and was Goll, hut a mere expulsion of ar- that this is not a very tall grass, yet it naturally grows much 
ticulate breath, a verual conventionality in the machinery of taller thall three or four inches. Any cutting, especially if 
thought with no answering reality in all the uni verse that can frequent, tends to weaken the strength of the plants; and, 
be lawfully set down as the thing it means, aiul then to profess if we achl to this the prevention of seeding, year after year, we 
reverence for such a word and get np a ritual for it, is a kind of have, as it appears to me, a sufficient cause for the decreased 
fetchicism known only tu our modern times." Passing over growth. On the other hand, vVhite Clover is largely of a pros-
Spencer's neglect to acknowledge the UnknowalJle a power akin trate habit: it spreads greatly by its running sterns, which are 
to that which !ms its residence in the hrnin, we come to Mr. so close to the ground that no mowing machine can injure 
Lewes, whose" Conciousness distinctly says' I am body,', I am them, and, besides, the flowering stems are, many of them, so 
soul,' hut dues not say' I am two things.'" Lewes receives the short, as to escape unhurt when the mower is run over them. 
distinction simply as a contrast of aspects such as the convex- This, of course, allows generous seeding, and so permits a 
ity and the concavity which one and the same curved line pre- further sprea<l of the species. 
sents. His classification is: "Mind a]l(l matter, object and In the case of the Panicum, this species is also of a pros-
subject, abstractions .from, rYur present experiences.'' He views trntc habit, the flowering stems usually spreading rapidly from 
any particular proposition, logically as a grouping of expe- the central root cluster. vVhen the machine, which cut off the 
riences, physiologically as a grouping of neural tremors, "a two- · flowering stems of the Blue Grass, passed over this Panicum, 
fold aspect of one and the same reality." J>rnf. Wynn asks: few, if any, of the spikes were injured, and so, nut only was the 
"·where is the reality? ls it the neural tremor or the mental pro- · individual growth of each plant unchecked, but an abundance of 
cess?,, Lewes replies: "It is alternately the one and the . seed was permitted to ripen for the next year's growth. This is 
other.'' Again, the Professor coolly queries: "Then what he- a clear case of natnrnl selection-man simply ueing a sort of 
comes of the two-fold aspect of one and the same reality?,, cause, bringing about new conditions. 
The remainder of the article is a continued argument 
against the theory that mental processes aud neural tremors are 
identical. It is Pl1ilosophical to the end. The author did not 
assume !tis position without first carefully examining the 
scientific grounds of his opponents. Ile trusts in Science and 
maintains his own ground with all due respect for her votaries. 
He commernls the" resources of Mr. Lewes, the, piitience and 
heroic devotion he exhibits in the detail of experiment and 
induction, his intelligent grasp of the stupendous liiological 
discoveries that are crowning onr own time, ai,d withal, his 
power of generalization, tltongh in a hopeless attempt," and 
assigns to him the nervorn-1 system, as" a field pre-eminently his 
own." Yet the conclusion iK that Mr. Lewes' organic automa-
tism, so far as it bears 011 the free personality of man, is not one 
whit lJetter than the mechanical automatism of :Mr. Huxley. 
That every effort tu resolve the mystery hy physics or physiol-
ogy is fated to fail, because it is the uature of those methods to 
antagonize the will. 
"A Giant Uace, 
Tlle Haug-ltty Cyclo})s," 
Frequently there can he seen, iu a glass of water, a white 
body nearly the size of a pin-head, darting rapidly from side to 
side by a series of short jerks. It is a little cn1staceu11s animal 
that is very widely distributed over the globe, and is as equally 
well suited with a home among the decaying vegetation of a 
stagnant pool, as in the clear bubbling water of a spring. It at-
tains the length of one arnl a half millimeters (1-l(j in.). 
Our scientific friernl would probably descriue it by saying 
that it has a large cephalothorax, rounded anteriorly, and cov-
ered by a carapace. The ceplmlotlwrncic appendages consist of 
two pair of anteunm, a pair of mandibles provided with pal pi, 
two pair of maxillipe<les, arnl four pair of locomotive appenda-
ges, each formed of a protopodite bearing an exopodite and endu-
podite on its distal extremity. Of the six alxlominal somites, only 
the first bean; appeudages; the last is bifurcated aml furnishe;l 
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posteriorly with tufts of spines. All the appendages bear setai, 
some of which are themsl'l ves setigerous. The female is provi-
ded with two large ovisacs, each connected with the interior of 
the body by a short fnniculus, passing between the first and 
second abdominal sornites. 
MISCELLANEOUS. 
HISTORY. 
It is a noble attribute of our nature that enables us to con-
These statements can be readily verified by examining these template the present, and, through its varied texture, to trace 
interesting creatures with a hand lens, or, better yet, a compouml the silken threads which biud us to the past. It i,; a more 
microscope. Their appetite is most voracious. By a rapid an<l plea;;ing one which enables ns to trace those threads through 
almost constant movement of the appendages of the head, a 
current of wat1,r is pr0tluced that brings to its capacious maw 
numberless smaller animalcules, not excluding its own young. 
They am sometimes highly colored, and make most interesting 
objects of observation, especially in their transformations from 
the egg to tlte adult state. They are peculiar in having hut one 
large eye, situated, as the lJiologist would say, in the median 
line of tile anterior extremity of the ceplmlotlwrnx, i. e., in the 
middle of the forehead. 
All this applies to tlte common cyclops (0. qtiadricornis). 
But there have been other one-eye<l beings, a11Ll tlte mind re-
verts to "a giant race, the haughty Cyclops" of mythology.* 
How suggestive a rnmw may he! 'IVith a little tun.iin,g;.QvtJJ: 
of half forgotten lore it ap1wars that it was UJf~Sd,, ."'Levellet 
of hostile towern, Laertes' son, of lthaca the 0f1tir,'\ wlto• liatM0 
invade the Cyclopean realm. He with twelve --1',iithfyl fjJllojr-
ers purposed to .. explore tlri,; people, whether wiJ.i'l'-thCiy lie: 
• ,, Cl Q • Ii • • 
unjuHt, aml to contention given, or \fi,'l.i_•')isvost?<l ~n,tra,_r-
gers, and a race who foar tho gLHls'." ,•l.t .,,;.1s••tt .1;~slt re-
solve. You remember that Oll iincling the giatit"rtbs~iit'.i;<~n llis 
cave-tlwe.Iling, they awaitrnl his return. At evening, ,~tieri,tiw 
snn was low, lw c:111w, carrying a huge lrnrnlle of fire-wood, ancl 
driving a Jfock of sheep arnl goats. 'l'hrowing down the WO()(] 
with a crash that llrove pour Uly,;ses all(] !tis meu to the furth-
est recesses of the cave, hedividecl !tis liocks ancl, after housing 
a portion, upliftecl an immeHse stone and placed 
"A 1'0'._'.ky barrier huge 
To his cave's rnoutlt." 
Tltis was the fatal mo111ent, for turning he m,pied our hero, 
and, in no nias,mring tones, growle<l his iHquiry of "\Vito are 
ye,' strnugcrn 'f" 'l'o l•riug tl1e scene more vividly to mind, it is 
only necm;sary to allude to the hol'l'ible suvper ma<le soon after, 
by Polyphemus (for this monster was none other than he-King 
of tlie Cyclops). t,eizing two of lT!ysses companions, 
"Like whelps against his cavern-floor 
He chtshrnl them, antl their brains spread on the ground. 
TlrnsP, piece-meal ltewn, for supper he prepared, 
Aml, like a mountain lion, neither flesh 
)for entrails left, nor yet tlleir marrowy bones." 
0, think uot, d1ivonrer of thy kind, that thy mmlern 1rnme-
:-;ake, magnns in mininds, cannot exceed thee in eannibally gonr-
1m11l(lizing! 
It is neellless to recount tile anguish of that night, tile two 
similar llll~als of tlte giant, or tlte stratagem by which 
lTlysses and his snr\'iving companions escaped. It is probable 
Ulysses arrived at uo ambiguous conclusion regarding the hos-
pitality and cliarncter of his powerful acquaintance, and conld 
doubtless receive his ~taternent as truthful, that 
"The CycloJJs little hee<ls 
,Jove mgis-armell, or all the Powern of Heaven." 
To retnn1 to the mo:lern Cyclopean realm-a drop of water, 
we Jiucl that its single-orbed inhabitants do not seem to be ill 
named. \Vere the ancient Cyclops of immense size'! So are 
the rnoderu. .Ah, I see the increclnlity arising, a suspicion that 
I am writing on the hwus a non ltwendo principle. But consider 
a moment. The ancient Cyclops were large, when compared 
with the men of Greece, allll so the modern, when compared 
with other inhabitants of the drop of water. Usually, they are 
classed with the animalcules, hut are gigantic beside most of 
their neighliors. They are vornciom,, eating their own kind, 
all(] showing 110 q ua1ter to frienrl or foe. '/'hey have but one eye. 
"Giant-siied and free 
From all constraint of law, the Cyclops dwell. 
'l'\iey, trusting to tlw gods, plant not, or plough, 
But'eartl1 m1sowetl, nntillecl, brings forth f01'. them 
A.11 fruits, nourished IJy the showern of ,Tove. 
No cou1H:ils they convene, no laws contrive, 
But in deep cav·erns dwell." .r. C. A. 
* Sec llorner's Ollessy, trnuslatell by Cowper. Book IX. 
the myriads who have come and gone, to live the ideal of other 
days, and entering in spirit into their woof and warp, to feel 
the influence of each stroke of the shuttle of time, whose vi-
1.Jrations count the years. One who does this, and who yet re-
tains the power to criticise and compare, is a fit student of 
History. Ifo,tory ! that lJornl which binds us to ancestry and 
which will bind us to posterity; which binds humanity of yes-
terday, to-day, to-morrow, into one grand brotherhood; whose 
strands are knit in flctiou, poetry and art; the grandest study 
for the philosor;her:ttie most fruitful to the iuvestigator, the 
broadest for the genernliwr. It is a panoramic view of the feel-
ings, impulses, hopes and disappointments to which man is heir. 
• \VJ1ile History i,; so pleasing and instructive, to glean the 
tlit;.{T.t i:.-:i.i~•sev.irest of tests to the student. He must be one 
o•f aiilit11iir~:,t{'.~• to know the circumstances which smTonn<led 
'it.:• ;i)i t!JiR, iw must choose from among many historians 
1.i1os~~v.f1icit are ]j"l,oit'~,,ruthful and real. 'l'here are those who 
appear t~ lt,,ok \1t tlH, {mst through loop holes, their own pn,j-
1~li-;ti•:~;11 bikuti,y 0serving· as lights and reflectors. In History, 
:ll, 0i,;•~tei·y~lay life, Urn, scene changns with the observer, and 
those who look thrnuglt eyes of partiality can present but a 
marred and unjust likeness of princip!Ps and men. A historian 
must sever his connections witl1 the present, and, nsing above 
the past, look down on departed generations, and sketch the 
whole and catch the aspirations of their nature in the incenses 
of their sacri!lce ancl the burden of their prayers, as well as in 
the movements that agitate their ranks. Some Llepict the 
growth of kingdom as the whole aim of the lives of the past, 
others devote their space to eulogies on greatness, and still 
others, to grniihic descriptions of battles, sieges, advances and 
retreats, giving more space to the tales of bloodshed and war 
than to the annals of kindly feeling and peace. 
\Ve look at History as a guide to the formation of princi-
ples on a knowledge of the feelings and actions of men under 
all circumstance~, and t!ie aim of the historian to be to 
trace, through the lahyrinthian mazes of common life, the little 
ideas of the s11111 total which we recognize in the progress of 
an age. Lookerl at in this slmHe, of what great goocl is a his-
torian who is merely a cltrnnologerr \Vl10 can estimate the 
value of one who traces, through the causes of events, the 
progTess, ills, liberties and ideas of a racer As Prescott, in 
"'flte Conquest of Peru,'· traces the revolutions of ideas, 
manners and religion of the Incas; as Castelar, in all the 
changes of war, persecutions, peace and prosperity, traces the 
"Republican Movement of Europe"; as Green, in his" History 
of the English People," marks the iuiiuence of monarchs, sages, 
ancl poets 011 the masses, so should the historian of every clime 
follow ottt t:ie influences which tend to make nati_ons great or 
small, and men llemi-gods or slaves. It is the people to whom 
we are to look for tlte great truths of time, in the under-current 
which prompts to actio11 or lulls to rest, and to this end should 
all history verge, and historians labor. 
'IV!tile purely historical works are onr principal, they are by 
no means tlte only, repositories of historical knowledge; for, in 
the lives of n•presentative men, we learn the mode of action of 
a race. Tl1e p;rnt is a tlnng of curiosity always, lmt great men 
are trelily so,-l,ecoming great only as pm,terity Rcans their 
lives all(] wornhips thnir memories. Like nwmmrnnts, they pre-
sPnt cliffenmt slrncles from the many Ri<lPs of observation. 
Looking lmt from one siclP, we see only too oftpn the distorted 
form of a tyrant in that of a Napoleon, or one graceful and 
grand, in that of au Afoxamler. 'l'o know and feel the great-
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ness of great men we must scan their characters and lives 
from all sides, and only then will we recognize in them true 
representatives of a race: a Prussian in Frederick, an English-
man in Pitt, or in Thiers a Frenchman. .From the manifold 
works of literature, we can glean much to throw light around 
the subject of history. Great writers are the forerunners of the 
peculiar castes of character of their race, and, in their works, we 
see the coming man, although, may be, intensified and magni-
fied: in Hamlet, the philosopical, high-strung, imaginative no-
ble of a later day; in Faust, the culmination of Germanic 
knowledge; in "Foorie Queene," the English idea of earthly per-
fection. All point to the ideal who, in a modified degree, 
comes in the after man, with their attributes, his attributes. 
The plan of thought of the newcomers who step upon the stage, 
act their parts, transmit their influences, and die, is similar to 
that in each drama, fiction and ballad. By study we find that 
tlie transition from the past to the present is no lengthened 
chain. By the labors of many, the past is a part of the pres-
ent, and we have but to seek, to find, knock, and to have the gate 
opened for us to enter the fields of other days. E. T. 
INCENTIVES TO EDUCATION. 
Countless institutions of learning flourish throughout all 
civilized lands. The wealth of communities, sects and states is 
displayed in their schools and colleges. Ou the state of educa-
tion depends the success of nations. In the United States, 
alone, there are over three hundred colleges and universities, 
nearly all of which are yearly increasing in attendance, earnest-
ness and strength. But it is not the wealth of the country that 
is the cause of this mighty progress toward universal education, 
it is not the facilities for the searching of science, nor the libra-
ries for the study of literature. Of course these are necessary; 
they are nut the cause of progress, but rather the result. What 
then is the cause, what is the powerful agent? The student 
that labors over his book is the one.to whom we must go for 
the answer to this question. 1Ve find that the work done by 
each is the same, but that the stimulating cause, the motive, is 
di:lforent in each one. They may agree in certain respects, but 
the true object differs in every mind! A youth may graduate 
with high honors, whose sti~ulns to intellectual achievements 
is of the lowest order. 'fhe mental ofl'ort of acquiring a 
scientific principle is the same, whether its cause is the noblest 
or meanest of passions. It is said that the true object of every 
scholar should be the improvement of his fellow man. 'fhis, we 
fear, is seldom, very seldom the case. Again, it is said, the end 
in view is the pleasure derived from the consciousness of know l-
edge and the enjoyment obtained from the accumulated power 
of observing and understanding phenomena,-"the sensation of 
expansion of mind, the up-lifting of the soul." If a man jour-
neys through a dense and tangled forest, he experiences not the 
grand sensation he would, were he on a lofty mountain peak 
viewing it in one broad sweep. So it is with education. Ambi-
tion! here is a master motive-a king of men's minds that rules 
with iron rod. This is the voice that bids the laborer at his 
books work on, on and on, till the aching head swims, and the 
eyes grow dim. Money! this is another which wields but little 
less influence than ambition itself. It has thousands of sub-
jects. 'fhe great majority of this class are found in our west-
ern colleges. Their ol1ject is not wordly influence, but the 
wealth their worldly influence may bring them. 'fhis may 
seem like the selling of the soul, lrnt it is no less true. Of all the 
objects of education, here is one that seems to he the most uni-
versal-the attainment of power! "Knowledge is power." It 
was the desire for this that gave Isaac Newton his first impetus 
towards the goal he so nobly attained. He was a very poor 
pupil, was always at the foot of his class, and was frequently 
the object of derision and rude pranks, lmt he bore it all, all(] 
remained in his humble position. But at about the age of nine, 
a change took place. An older and larger hoy most disgracefully 
beat him and subjected him to other shameful indignities. 
He could not return the blows, for his insulter was much the 
more powerful. But the fire which slumbered in his bosom 
was awakened. He resolved to outstrip the bully in his class, 
and he able to look down on him in scorn and contempt. 'fhe 
fire burst into a flame. The little fellow succeeded-he reached 
the head of his class. This was the key-note of his life's suc-
cess-the first blast of the trumpet that heralded into the scien-
tific world, the giant intellect of intellects, Sir Isaac Newton. 
A SENIOR UOMP. 
Come," Subs" and" Sophs" and .Juniors all, 
And Freshmen too, both large and small; 
I have a tale prepared for yon-
A wondrous tale, but no less true: 
One evening since, not long ago, 
'Twas recreation hour you know, 
A Senior walked the chapel floor-
Two hundred pounds of Rice he bore 
On one small arm, while 'tother down 
Was swayed with heaps of something Brown. 
At last he reached the outside door; 
'fhe croquet ground lay just before, 
And on a game his thoughts intent,(~) 
Straightway, thenceforth, his steps he bent. 
But evil eyes had seen our friend, 
And faces show what they intend, 
As through the door, and out they run, 
To spoil our anxious hero's fun. 
Nor long they waited to begin; 
Despite the " music of his chin," 
They l:liezed a ball and mallet each, 
An1l ran, while he did vengeance preach. 
Performance then commenced at once: 
Our hero swore he'd Burke the dunce 
That took those croquet balls away, 
And wouldn't let the ladies play. 
The scene assumed a warlike look; 
The girls their dreadful mallets shook, 
And waved them high aliove each head, 
As onward to the fight they sped. 
Far backward streamed their tangled hair, 
While battle signals rent the air, 
And Hitch(ecl) upon the intruders flight 
Dread terror and unearthly frii!ht. 
At last his Penmanship arrived, 
And saved the hoys who then survived. 
Our hero triumphed with his friend, 
And now you have my story's end. 
CLIPPINGS. 
Prof. remarks that something seems to attract the needle, 
"I am considered rather attractive," puts in a Soph. "Brass 
doesn't attract, Mr. L."; and they whoop it up for that brazen 
Soph. 
It is said that 1Vendell Phillips told the Boston school com-
mittee that it is not certain that Thackeray and Dickens will 
stand side by side with Currier Bell and George Eliot fifty years 
hence; that Gail Hamilton had a wider hold on Americans, the 
pa,1t year, than any other political writer; and that in journalism, 
Mary Booth stands side by sicle with George William Curtis. 
Add to this the recent statements of the Presidents of Cornell, 
Madison, an<l Ann Arbor, and the awards at the late Carnhric1ge 
prizes, and it would seem that the appreciation of woman's in-
tellectual powers is in the ascendancy. 
"This man," said tl1e vVarden, pausing l1efore cell No. 80, 
"was sent here for a most brutal assault on two :Freshmen at 
Princeton, where he was a Sophomore. He is one of the worst 
characters in the prison. The cell adjoining is occupied by a 
man who was a Sophomore at Yale. He. attempted to poison 
the entire Freshman class. All lint seven were saved by anti-
dotes. He is in for life. We are obliged to keep him heavily 
ironed. The next cell, No. lln, contains a Harvard Sophomore, 
sent up for fourteen years, for p11tting out the eyes of a Fresh-
man with a red-hot iron. These prisoners hne having their 
heads shaved arrived from Amherst this morning. It is the 
party of students that burned the college and tarred and feath-
ered the President, last month." 
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LOCAL. 
Tho Daily lle.qister is in the Library. 
There is a person in the buil<ling whose rap is always wel-
come-the mail man's. 
Tlwse Heniors were once HophmnoreR ! 1Vhat a eonsolation 
'l'l1e stndents a~·e <loing most of the work on the farm this 
,;pring. Formerly, a hire<! man waR krpt for each team, hut 
now Uwy are driven 11y the stll(]m1t:-;,.each stmlent having his 
regular time for <!riving, and in this way the teams are kept 
stc-adily at work. 
.John Chinaman was here, or talked of ooming. He wanted 
forty <lollars per mm1tl1 and l>oanl for running the laim<lry, but 
for" Sophomores who were mwe VrPslmwn." tlw General thonght it too mnclt, as washing ha<l been reduced 
A memher of tbe Zoology clnss surprised the Prof., the to fifty cents per dozPn pi<•ces. Ho poor .John won't do the 
other clay, by :mking inno<'ently if" leeches were claim,." 
For the henef1t of the Junior la<ly who asks who" Cakulns 
Buckingham .. is, wc wonlcl state that he is not a student. 
Since the PrPsiclnnt's excellent talk on the usc of words, an 
anti-slang soeiety has heon starte<l. 1Ve hope it will snceee<l. 
01w place where the expression" too thin" is not applirable, 
is in tlw Botanical Lahorntory work; "too thick" snits better. 
The Seniorn have commenee<1 to think srriorn,ly al>ont tlieir 
"Dl'sertiom,," or" DesertationR," or whatever yon may elwosCl to 
call them. 
A fow <lays sirwe a Freshman applier! for an excuse for an 
absence from snppPr, and meekly a:c;ke1l if he would have to 
"n1ake it n p." 
Those who try guessing· in classe;; generally leave somethmg 
011 the Professor's class hook that looks mnch like a 4 with tltr 
con1ers lrnockrcl off. 
Maxwell is 011 lmrnl again this year. rt wonlcl be har<l to 
tell how we eonld get along withont onr tri-<laily hns between 
the College arnl A mes. 
One million silver <lollars were coine<l during the 
month of "i\farch. Any of thrRe will l>e takPn in exchange for 
the AummA for the coming ypar. 
::\tiessrs. G-lenn and ]J11rke took a trip up tho na1To,v gange 
railroad, laRt Saturday. 'fhey were among the students who 
helpe<l survey the ronte la~,t Rummer. 
Prof. Fox has sncceecle<l in organizing his brass hancl. It 
will consist of six or Pight pieces. All the members are old 
playern, so we may l'xpect sm,,r excdlent music before long. 
Among the visitors <lnring the month wrre, Millah Cherrie 
and IL H. Patrick, '7,i, .James Hanlin, '7Ci, Richan! .Tonlan, '77, 
Carrie Daniels am! C. F. Ruggles, '7\l, Misses Hull, Tmnnwl, an<l 
Richards, 'SO. 
The Proctor means business 011 the light r1nestion, at.least 
that is what those Rtmlents think who have 1Hwn notified that 
fifty cents extra ,vill he acllle<l to this month's bill for hnrning 
gas after ten o'<'lock. 
]>rofe;;sors Stanton, Stal!wr, 1\facomber, ancl LPe, and J\!essrn. 
Arthnr arnl Booth, have hmm elected honorary nwmhers of tlw 
Crescent Literary Societ_v. 1\fos,;rs. Lee am! Smith, ditto in the 
Bachelors Delmting Soefot.y. 
Tn a few <la.vs the Prl'siden1.'s of!i<'P will he connecte<l, l>y 
tPIPplwne, with l'rof. 1\facmnhe1_.s room in tllf' Laboratory. Tlw 
il1stn11nents havP anivP<l in go(J(l shape and Prof. M,1,eomlwr is 
energrtieally at work arraHging them. 
There is amonµ; onr 1nrn1J,Pr a .Jnnior. who, until last WPek, 
lta(l ncvPr lwen armn1<1 tlw circlP in front of the Collrgr. 1Vliat 
a pity he cli<l not <lefrr that walk two ypars longPr; it wonlcl 
have• fnrniRhP<l an item for tlie class history. 
work in tlw launclrv. 
Foot ball is tlw grC'at game now-a-<lays. It has takPn the 
place of base hall am! croq net, and even "specials" begin to suc-
cmn h to its infh1;,nce. At thP game in front of the farm house 
ihe othor evPning, several of thr professors ancl instructors 
wern as deeply Pngage<l as any of the ;,tmleni.H. 
Scmrn, in tl;e L;thoratory: 
1rliss S. "Professor, can WP, during the summer, make 
mola,;ses from ol<l hoots?" 
Prof. "Ye,;, ji1st get some ol<l hoots." 
JJ,fr. N. (interrupting.)" Hhe may have 111i1w, Professor, when 
they are ,vorll out." 
2lfiss S. "Oh, tl1:mk yon, Mr. ::-if.; hut tlwy would make ton 
much, wonldn't they Professor r" 
'74. B. 1V. Bnclmnan is numing a dairy farm near Mt. 
Pleasant. 
'72. 'l'hat dollar from Los AngeleR, California, assnres us of 
tlw welfarn of JI. 8. Dielrny. 
'74. C. S. Chase is principal of the schools in Slwnandoah. 
He has held that position for ovrr a year and given pxcellent 
satisfaction. 
'7:1. 1V. Creen is snpposP<l to be the gallant Scott county 
<lefernler of tlw lowa Agric11ltnrnl Collf!ge, throngh the columns 
of Urn navm1port Gazette. 
'77. ,T. C. Milnes, Vetrrinary Surgeon, Ce<lar Rapids, Iowa. 
He expects to n•tnrn to the 'l'oronto Veterinary CollL•ge, at the 
opening of the term, next fall. 
'77. \V. ;\/'. Hunt looker! in on us one day last week. That 
ml! of paper which the PreRi<lent handed him last commence-
nwnt hasn't elmngecl him much. 
'7n L. A. C'lanssPn is 1rnrsni11g a conrno in the Chicago 
Mrdical College. Head the advertisement on seeoll(] page of 
C0YPr, which .Mr. (']anRSPll prncnred for llS. 
'70. J\fiss Carrie DaniPls sent in lwr dollar for the A 1, IWitA. 
AR ~fiss Da11ir,l:-; will not lJe with us this year, it gives ns grn,,t 
plPas1!l"r) to know that she has not entirrly forgottPn the I. A. C. 
'70. A. :\'L Bloclgdt, who has hren engaged in a branch 
office of an Ohio bri<lge company, at DPs 1\foines, is now in Kan-
rms City, Missonri, in ehargp of a 1ww hrand1 f•stal>lislmwnt of 
the same <'0m]lany. 
'77. A. T'. Hargrave Rf'rnls in his clollar, from lnlnml, for 
tlrn A rnoIL\. Ifo says: "I am now in a physir-ian's otlien lwre, 
exploring the mysteries of anatmny all(] nw.teria medir:a, am! 
1.eaching a s11mnwr scl1ool for recn•ation." 
'74. .Tanws B. Grant, after completing his education in a 
It is a <1nestion 01Hm for rliscnssion, as to whetlwr Prof. sohool of mining PnginePring, in Gennm1:-', an<l making a tonr 
l'opc>'s chemi,;try class is a .Tnnior or a Hnnior class. ft eon- of the world, has finally settled in the state of Nnvada, where; 
sists, one <lay, of six Senior,; mul lrnlf-a-floze11 ,J nniors, and the he is connected with extensive miuing operations. 
next, of half-a-dozen HPniors and six .Jnniors. 
'7G. .T. Rll. Cohhey writes from Beatrice, N ehraska, saying: 
Gcmeral Ge<l<lrs all(] tlin farm HnperinternlPnt hacl a little 
"Fin<l miclosed one cloll:1r for which sPrnl me tlw .AFROHA for 
matinPP around the hnil<ling one clay last week. Tlw Rtraw, tlw coming y8 ar." Looking at the heading of the lPtter WP see: 
asheR aml rnhhish WPre carted off and the whole terrace rake(l "ForhPs & Cobhey, Attorneys at Law," an<l after the namr of 
over antl cleaned np. It makes things look <leci<ledly better. Cobbey, "U.S. Commissioner." 
